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approach
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analysis
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Strategic delegation and managerial incentives

Measuring excess demand and its impact on inflation
"Are financial crises more contagious today? "
Avoiding the workhouse : savings behaviour among the poor and optimal
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Forecasting and policy analysis on non-stationary data
Company dividends and the ownership and control of firms : evidence from
UK panel data

Do dynamics and heterogenity matter for the equipment investmentgrowth nexus?
Communication games : ignorant experts and résumé wars
Determinants of emerging market international bond issuance : an
empirical investigation
Information revelation, post-bid interaction and auction choice

Measuring and interpreting international differences in the output-inflation
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Consumer learning by research
A rest is as good as a change : evolution under inertia
Confirmatory bias : virtue or vice? : investigating the decision-theoretic
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Share prices, earnings forecasts and firm investment : new tests and
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Economic growth, convergence and levels of income : evidence from states
in India, 1960-9
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The Princely States v British India : fiscal history, public policy and
development in modern India

Stories of a failed nation : Sudanese politics 1945-69

Studies in historical living standards and health : integrating the household
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The building society promise : the accessibility, risk and efficiency of
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Market integration and economic development : a comparative study of
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Catalonia in the long nineteenth century
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preferences of Brazil and India in the Doha Development Round (20012008)

Warlord : a discursive history of the concept in British and American
imperialism, 1815-1914 and 1989-2006
Whose peace? : local ownership and UN peacebuilding

The African Union and intervention : the origins and implications of article
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ASEAN, social conflict, and intervention in Southeast Asia
From preponderance to balance of power : U.S. security strategy in Asia,
1991-2008

Living with a reluctant hegemon : explaining European responses to US
'unilateralism'
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Social democracy in Latin America : the post-transition politics of the Left in
Chile and Uruguay

Transnational advocates, norm advancement, and U.S. corporate selfregulation in China (1993-2003)
'We the peoples' : NGOs and democratic representation in global politics

Assistance with strings attached : good governance conditionality in
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Special faith and confidence : President Franklin D. Roosevelt's personal
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From 'red menace' to 'tacit ally' : constructing the US rapprochement with
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The Anglo-Russian entente : alliance formation and management

The role of firms in global environmental politics : the case of ozone layer
protection
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Caught between norms : the refugee in post-conflict Rwanda and Bosnia

Voting for change : a comparative analysis of electoral reform efforts in
Canada and New Zealand
On the standing of states : Portuguese America and the 'expansion' of
international society in the early nineteenth century

Ward, Christina

Change and continuity in the Franco-African nexus : the consequences of
the 1994 CFA franc devaluation for domestic and international strategies of
accumulation in the West African Economic and Monetary Union
Ideology vs. interests : explaining aid decisions in Zambia, 1970-2008
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Rescuing humanitarian intervention : anticipatory institutions, reactive
deployment, and internal military legitimacy
Falling between interest and solidarity : international counterterrorism and
the dynamics of collective responses to political violence by non-state
actors
This land is your land / this land is my land : territory, politics, and irregular
war along and across the Colombia-Ecuador border, 1975-2003

Fragmentation and consolidation in the shadow of external powers :
Lebanese identity and foreign policy, 1990-2005
Understanding patterns of coordination in development assistance, 19952006

Imperfect delegation in international organisations : the IMF and the
Turkish financial crisis 1998-

'We the peoples' : NGOs and democratic representation in institutions of
global governance /
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Administered transitions : democratisation in the context of international
administration
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Finance and economic development in historical perspective : South East
Europe in the interwar period, 1919-1941
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Wall Street : revisiting its path to dominance before the Civil War
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The economic institutions of opera in Britain, c.1870-c.1970
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The legitimating vocabulary of group rights in contemporary India
The Roman Catholic Mission and leprosy control in colonial Ogoja Province,
Nigeria, 1936-1960
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Why public ownership? : urban utilities in London, 1870-1914
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New national approaches to community health : a comparative analysis of
historical case studies from Australia and the United States
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The strange death of Labour England : collective provision and social
cohesion in Southwark, 1950-20
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A theory of communal reciprocity
States, citizens, and global injustice : the political channels of responsibility
Youth and crisis : discourse networks and political mobilisation
The politics of compensation under trade : openness, economic geography
and spending
With no direction home : refugee resistance against repatriation in Africa's
Great Lakes region since 1994

Barriers to the consolidation of peace : the political economy of postconflict violence in Indonesia
Disaggregating state capacity : explaining policy effectiveness in Latin
America, 1996-2006
The transformation of the East German police after German unification
Social mobilisation and the pure presidential democracies of Latin America
Protest and repression in democratic systems : a comparative analysis with
a focus on Brazil
Justice, legitimacy, and movement across borders : a political theory of
international migration
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Redistribution in parliamentary democracies : the role of seconddimensional identity politics
The fragility of justice : political liberalism and the problem of stability

2012
Boersch-Supan,
Johanna
Hoare, George
Jurado, Ignacio

Peace as societal transformation : intergenerational power-struggles and
the role of youth in post-conflict Sierra Leone
Left/right and thinking about politics
The politics of distribution
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Onuch, Olga
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Pegram, Thomas
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Extralegal groups, natural resources, and statebuilding in post-conflict
Liberia
War and privatization : a moral theory of private protective agencies,
militias, contractors, military firms, and mercenaries
Freedom, persons, and external resources

Careering bureaucrats and bureaucrats' careers
Revolutionary moments and movements : comparing the processes of
mass-mobilisation in Argentina (2001-2002), and Ukraine (2004)
What constitutes a democratic people?
The global diffusion of national human rights institutions and their political
impact in Latin America
Linguistic justice and philosophical empowerment : two justifications for a
plurilingual theory of democracy
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Human agency in Hobbes's moral and political philosophy

Political representation and its mechanisms : a dynamic left-right approach
for the United Kingdom
Strategic partisan policy-seekers
The growth of judicial power and citizenship reform in Germany in the
1990s
Leaders, laggards and the logic of flexible integration
Social policies and vote choice in OECD countries

Exploring the asymmetry between parties in and out of power : opposition
parties and voter choice in British general elections
Making rights a reality? : disability rights activists and legal mobilization in
Canada and the United Kingdom

From refugee woman to citizen : politics of integration in France and
Canada
A test of party competition theories : the British Conservative Party since
1997
A political economy approach to bureaucracies
Civic responsibility in the face of injustice
Recovering the on-going conversation : a comparison of political liberal and
new liberal responses to disagreement

The value of the rotating Council Presidency : small state entrepreneurship
in the European Union
The rise and fall of civil-authoritarianism in Africa : patronage, participation,
and political parties in Kenya and Zambia
Immigration policy and party organization : explaining the rise of the
populist right in Western Europe
Bad choices : international aid politics and the Israeli-Palestinian 'peace
process' 1994-2004
Democratic regime-building : democratisation in the context of
international administration

Managing behaviour : intra-party dissent in the British and Canadian
Houses of Commons
The cognitive dimension of European Union policy making : the role of
evaluation in European Union regional policy
Trust, democracy and diversity
Rhetoric and the American presidency : pandering and leadership in a
rhetorical republic
Oil politics and identity transformation in Nigeria : the case of the Iaw of
the Niger Delta
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The concepts of luck and responsibility in contemporary theories of justice

The politics of popular participation in Bolivia : 1994-1999
Egalitarian political thought on the British Left, 1910-64
Citizens as consumers : the government-citizen relationship in England,
1997-2003

Equality and autonomy for all? : liberalism, feminism and social
construction
Conflict in EU budgetary politics : an institutionalist analysis
Scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and party competition in India
The European Court of Justice and the limits of supranational autonomy
The parliamentarisation of the European Community

Rhodesian UDI and the search for a settlement, 1964-68 : failure of
decolonisation
When the party's over : explaining and predicting party splits in liberal
democracies
The political economy of dual transitions : economic liberalisation and
political democratisation in Chile and Mexico, 1970-2000
A rational choice theory of state-formation : with empirical applications

Mission impossible? : the problem of democratic aggregation in the face of
Arrow's theorem
Law's umpire : assessing strategy, attitudes and law in United States
Supreme Court decision making in civil liberties cases, 1969-86
Retribution and the legitimate state

Civil Service executive agencies and the transformation of Civil Service
employee relations
Fair treatment : public conceptions of distributive justice in health care
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2016
Chae, Seung Hoon

The causes of voice after exit : a study of North Korean refugees in the UK

2015
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In it to win it? : New parties in British politics since 1950
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Howard, Jeffrey
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Ozcan, Emre
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Cheeseman, Nicholas
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Kemp, Juliet
Muir, Rick
Stemplowska, Zofia
Turner, Edward
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Black candidates facing white electorates : racial campaign strategies in
United States Senate elections

Global justice, democracy and human rights : towards a Habermasian
internationalism

On common ground : reasonable citizenship and the democratization of
political liberalism

Creating a constitutional people : diversity, democracy, and deliberation

Political participation and the one-party state : similarities and variations in
the cases of Senegal and Zambia

Exit, voice, and loyalty : behaviour of dissatisfied Labour Party members
The dilemmas of social democracy : the politics of the left in Chile and
Uruguay after transition
The concept of luck in contemporary theories of egalitarian justice
Regional parties in comparative perspective : the cases of the Partei des
Demokratischen Sozialismus, the Lega nord, and Plaid Cymru-the Party of
Wales
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Economic globalization, domestic institutions and corporate tax rates : new
ways forward

Richard Rorty's liberal Utopia : justifying political models on antifoundational grounds

The police and public order in East Germany : the case of the 1992 Rostock
riot

What difference did political knowledge make to voter choices in the British
general election of 2001?
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